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Optical stress sensors have been considered to be amongst the most important categories in the 

development of stress sensors. Recently, the advancement of microbend optical sensors has 

been playing a pivotal role in the stress sensor development. In this review, the principles and 

the architectures of the optical stress sensors are reviewed, and the physical mechanisms of the 

bend-loss-based optical stress sensors are presented. The latest development and applications 

of microbend optical sensors in key areas are discussed. We aim to provide some guidance in 

the optical sensors fields to researchers engaging in this area and promote the development of 

the optical sensors for use in next generation technologies. 

 

1. Introduction 

Sensors are a broad category of devices which can detect and transfer the signal from the 

environment in the form of electrical or other types of signals. They are widely used in our 

modern life. Many physical, chemical, and biological signals can be transformed by sensors to 



electrical signals, which can then be recorded and processed easily with computerized 

systems.[1] Thus, the applications of sensors are very wide and important. For example, in 

physics, sensors have been used to detect the mechanical stress and strain[2], temperature[3], 

magnetic field[4], and fluorescence[5]. In chemistry, sensors have been used to detect molecules 

or ions[6]. For example, a graphene sensor have been used to detect various gas molecules such 

as NO2.[7] For important healthcare applications, medical devices built with sensors have been 

used to measure various vital signals such as blood pressure, body temperature, blood glucose, 

etc.[8] For example, pressure sensors can be used to test the pulse[9] while chemical sensors 

allowed the measurement of lactate concentration in blood and analysis of sweat composition 

for the real time physiologic monitoring[10].  

Among the various types of sensors mentioned above, stress sensors play an important 

role in the sensor family. With the rapid development in the Internet of Thing (IoT) and the big 

data technology[11] in recent years, the use of artificial intelligence (AI) becomes increasingly 

significant,[12] accelerating the progress in robotics and automation. Because of this, stress 

sensors are more and more significant for the development of robotic science and AI technology, 

including artificial skin.[13] In addition, stress sensors can also be applied in photonics, for 

example microbend optical stress sensor is a typical application. With the advantages presented 

by microbend optical stress sensors, such as their flexibility, sensitivity, low-cost and 

reliability[14], they can be used in extreme environments[15], which greatly externs the applied 

range of the stress sensors. Despite recent advancement of the microbend optical sensors, no 

review to account for the achievements and promote the future development in this area of 

research is found in the literature. In this review, the theoretical principles and the assembly of 

typical optical stress sensors are to be presented. Three physical mechanisms of the bend-loss-

based optical stress sensors are introduced. As one type of the bend-loss-based optical stress 

sensor, the progress of microbend optical sensors for applications in various areas is discussed. 

The optical stress sensors have already shown potential in a broader spectrum of applications, 

from healthcare to robotic science. We anticipate that optical stress sensors, in particular 

microbend optical sensors, will continue to attract attention of researchers globally. This review 

provided a comprehensive information pack for the community to advance the future 

development in optical stress sensor. 



 

2. Optical stress sensors 

    Stress sensors are designed to sense changes in pressure. Traditional stress sensors detect 

the stress via the deformation of the sensing material in the devices, such as changes in distance 

or in contact between the two electrodes. These changes on the mechanical deformation were 

then transformed into changes in resistance or capacitance.[16] Optical stress sensors are stress 

sensors where the pressure signals from the environment are transformed to optical signals, 

usually they are the changes in the refractive index, light wavelength or intensity. [17] The optical 

signals can then be detected, recorded and processed after being transformed to electrical 

signals. Many types of optical fibers can be used in the fabrication of optical stress sensors, 

including single-mode fibers (SMF), which refer to the fiber allowing only one mode, and 

multimode fibers (MMF), that allow multiple modes of the light wave to propagate through the 

fiber. Therefore, compared to the traditional stress sensors such as resistive pressure sensors 

and capacitive pressure sensors, the most distinctive difference is the detected signals. 

Difference in resistance or capacitance are measured in traditional stress sensors whereas the 

change is optical signals by the applied force are detected in optical stress sensors. Notably, in 

optical stress sensors, the light source and the optical fiber are the main functional components, 

they can be more safely applied in extreme environment. For example, in explosive 

environments, the polymer-based optical fibers, the core component of optical stress sensors, 

are unlikely to cause any risk of electric spark, presenting a clear advantage over traditional 

stress sensors.[18] In addition, optical stress sensors can also be applicable in magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) environment since the polymer-based optical fibers almost have no magnetic 

response to the external magnetic fields.[15b] Furthermore, compared with the traditional stress 

sensors, the detection unit of the optical stress sensors have less metallic material, allowing for 

developing the transparent sensor devices for robotic science and AI technology. At the same 

time, compared with the traditional stress sensors, optical stress sensors are reliable, cheap, and 

widely used.[14a, 14b]  

     In general, the sensing modes of optical stress sensors are usually due to bending, 

stretching, pressing on the optical fiber. Based on different principles, the sensors can be 

categorized into several types based on their architectures. The main optical properties 



measured by the optical stress sensor are the intensity and spectrum, e.g. changes in light 

intensity and the peak shift in wavelength.[17] These two measurements are the two main class 

for optical stress sensors. Table 1 summarizes the various architectures in optical stress sensors. 

 

2.1 Measuring the changes in light intensity 

Light intensity is one of the most important optical properties. In this type of optical stress 

sensors, the changes in light intensity result from the stress are usually used as the main detected 

signals. For example, Watekar et al. reported a design of a multi-parameter sensor based on the 

concentric core optical fiber.[19] In this device, when the optical fiber is bent due to stress, the 

small leakage of light in the fiber to the cladding layer results in a decrease of intensity of the 

light (Figure 1). Then the stress can be correlated to the power loss of the light intensity.[19] 

Light coupling technology has also been applied to optical stress sensing. Gafsi et al. combined 

the two multimode optical fibers in a single region, with the two fibers arranged in parallel to 

each other (Figure 2).[17b] When the stress applied on the fiber, the refractive index of the optical 

fibers increases, mainly in the fused zone. The light in one fiber is coupled to the other, resulting 

in a light intensity change in the two fibers.[17b] Yoon et al. designed and fabricated a flexible 

thin-film pressure sensor based on the photonic tunnel-junction array by photolithography.[20] 

When the pressure applied through the y axis, the tunnel-barrier width becomes smaller, and 

some light from Channel 1 is transferred to Channel 2 (Figure 3). This type of optical stress 

sensors showed their potential uses as artificial skins in robotics.[20] Xu et al. designed a stress 

sensor using a birefringent optical fiber.[21] According to the birefringence dispersion, the 

relationship between the stress and the coupling strength is related to the force position. In other 

words, such sensors can provide information of stress positions.[21] However, its structure is 

complex, and not suitable for miniaturization. 

 



 

Figure 1. The brief diagram of the leakage of light in the cladding layer when bending[19] 

 

 

Figure 2. The light coupling stress sensor with multimode optical fibers [17b] 

 

 

Figure 3. The thin-film pressure sensor based on the photonic tunnel-junction arrays 

Reproduced with permission.[20] Copyright 2018, The Optical Society. 

 

2.2 Measuring the changes in peak shift 

     Peak frequency shift is another parameter that has been used in the design and fabrication 

of optical stress sensors. Huang et al. constructed a hybrid silica/polymer optical fiber to detect 

large strains.[22] The elongation of the polymer between the two silica fibers has caused a peak 

frequency shift in the reflectance spectrum due to the cyclic fringe spectrum formed by the 



tapered shape of polymer sensing elements, and the peak frequency varies linearly with the 

applied strain.[22] Jewart et al. reported a design of an optical stress sensor equipped with a four-

holes suspended-core fiber.[23] The resonant peak splitting of fiber Bragg grating (FBG) was 

observed in their experiment when stress was applied on different directions. This type of stress 

sensors can be used to detect an applied transverse load and their orientation.[23]  

 

There are also many other architectures and principles for optical stress sensors, for 

example, the electro-optic compensation for photoelastic birefringence in a single crystal[24], 

reflectometric frequency-modulation continuous-wave[25], and the achromatic optical digital 

speckle pattern interferometry method to detect the stress[26] are also the designs and principles 

for optical stress sensors in the literature. To meet the ever-increasing demand in global market, 

optical stress sensors will be developed to achieve superior sensitivity and enhanced reliability 

with a reduced cost in the future.  

Most optical stress sensors measure the changes in light intensity, it is usually a 

deformation of the optical fiber such as bending caused by the applied pressure and results in 

the light leakage or the light coupling from the fiber, and eventually changes the light intensity. 

Therefore, this type of optical stress sensor can also be called bend-loss-based optical stress 

sensor, for example, the first three entries in Table 1. Bend-loss-based optical stress sensors 

have wide practical applications. The physical mechanisms of bend-loss-based optical stress 

sensors can also be classified in various types with different characteristics. Therefore, the bend-

loss-based optical stress sensors are mainly chosen to be discussed in this review. 

 

Table 1. The main principles and architectures of optical stress sensors in this review 

Architectures Principles Measured optical 

properties 

Ref. 

Concentric core optical fiber Bend loss Light intensity [19] 

Two multimode optical fibers in 

parallel 

Bend loss Light intensity [17b] 

Photonic tunnel-junction arrays Bend loss Light intensity [20] 



Birefringent optical fiber Birefringence 

dispersion 

Light intensity [21] 

Hybrid silica/polymer optical fiber Peak frequency shift Peak shift [22] 

Four-hole suspended-core fiber Resonant peak 

splitting 

Peak shift [23] 

 

3. Bend-loss-based optical stress sensors 

3.1. Physical mechanisms 

     Bend-loss-based optical stress sensors are an important branch of optical stress sensors, 

with optical fibers as the core components. These optical fibers consist of a glass fiber core and 

a cladding layer. Bend-loss-based optical stress sensing is based on the phenomenon that when 

the optical fiber is bent, some light in the optical fiber leaks into the cladding layer or to the 

outer environment. The leaked light from the fiber can enter into a neighboring fiber; this 

phenomenon is called light coupling. In other case, if the light leaks into the outer environment, 

the light intensity in the optical fiber decreases. These two mechanisms are termed as mode 

coupling and radiation loss, [27] which can be sub-divided into two further categories according 

to the fiber size and the bending structure: macro-bend loss and microbend loss. The basic 

principles of these three categories are summarized as follows. 

   

3.1.1. Mode coupling 

     In mode coupling, a pair of thin optical fiber (especially SMF) is arranged together in 

parallel, which are called initial fiber and coupled fiber, and the incident light is only provided 

for one fiber (initial fiber). In this design, when the stress is applied to the fiber, the gap width 

between the two fibers becomes close enough and the fibers would be bent. Then, the light 

energy can be transferred from the guided mode to the unguided mode which refer to whether 

the light can propagate or not along the central axis direction of optical fiber. [19, 28] This will 

cause the transformation of the light energy from the initial fiber to the coupled fiber. 

Consequently, the light intensity increases in the coupled fiber, while it decreases in the initial 

fiber (Figure 4). Also, the coupling intensity is related to the gap width. [20]  

 



 
Figure 4. The process of mode coupling 

 

3.1.2. Macro-bend radiation loss 

     Similar to mode coupling, in a macro-bend radiation loss construct, two fibers are aligned 

together in parallel, but the fiber is thicker (external diameter ~1 mm) than those used in mode 

coupling.[29] The incident light is provided only to the active fiber, and the macrobend radiation 

transfers to the passive fiber. The magnitude of the macro-bend radiation loss is correlated to 

the bending radius and the distance from the guide axis (Figure 5). The bending causes the 

increasing of the light speed of the bending outward in the fiber, in turn decreases the 

propagation constant β and leading to an energy loss.[30] With the decrease of the bending radius 

of the fiber, more energy transfers to outside, and then the coupling power in another fiber 

increases significantly.[29]  

 

 

Figure 5. The light transform process of the macro-bend radiation loss [29]  



 

3.1.3. Microbend loss 

     Similar to the principle of macro-bend radiation loss, the mechanism of microbend loss 

is also related to changes of the propagation conditions.[14a] It is understood that the light 

propagates in an optical fiber is due to total internal reflection. If the optical fiber is bent, the 

propagation condition changes, and the conditions for the total internal reflection cannot be met 

any more. For example, the incidence angles and reflection angles of the light in the optical 

fiber change due to the bending of the optical fiber, and the reflection mode also changes to 

different angles.[14a] Because of the bending of the fiber, the mode mixing is formed, and the 

initial guide modes are scattered and form the radiation modes, resulting in light energy loss.[31] 

A schematic diagram of a typical microbend sensor is shown in Figure 6, and the jagged 

structure with the optical fiber called the microbend deformer represents the core part of the 

sensor.[32] The pitch (width between the teeth) dictates the sensor property such as the sensitivity, 

and the transmitted power is sensitive to the wavelength of the incident light and the length of 

MMF.[33] The pitch of the microbend deformer can be calculated based on the refractive index 

of the fiber following equation (1):[33a] 

                            Pitch = 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋
N.A.

                         (1) 
where the R is fiber radius, n is the refractive index of fiber core, N.A. is numerical aperture.  

     Among these three mechanisms for bend-loss-based optical sensors, microbend loss has 

the advantages of simple structure and wide application. In terms of device construction, 

microbend optical sensors only need one single fiber for sensing, allowing miniaturization of 

device and data processing compared to mode coupling optical sensor. In comparison, two 

fibers are required for the other two types of the bend-loss-based optical stress sensors, leading 

to a higher complexity upon device assembly. This is a clear disadvantage for miniaturization 

of devices such as integrating the sensors onto a chip. Regarding the sensing mechanism, the 

light power in the coupled fiber is correlated to the gap width or the perimeter of the macro-

bend loop in mode coupling and macro-bend radiation loss sensors, respectively.[20, 29] 

Uncertainties may also arise due to the complex structure of the two-fiber systems. Furthermore, 

the loss of transferred light between the two fibers should not be ignored. This includes the light 



energy loss when propagating in the substrates between the fibers and the possible reflection 

between the interfaces of mediums, presenting a further disadvantage for the mode coupling 

and macro-bend radiation loss mechanism. Thus, microbend optical sensors allow a much wider 

application range compared with the other two types of optical stress sensors, including pH 

monitoring and water leak location testing. 

 

 
Figure 6. The schematic diagram of the microbend optical sensor 

 

3.2. Development and applications of microbend optical sensors 

3.2.1. A brief account on the history 

     Microbend sensors are an important class of bend-loss-based optical sensors, as their 

research started in 1980s, when the linear towing sonar was built successfully using this 

technology.[14a, 34] Their sensitivity was enhanced in later years by increasing the length of the 

microbend structure.[14a] After that, low-cost microbend sensors with the simple structure had 

been designed in 1985.[14a] Meanwhile, a single mode-multimode-single mode structure was 

also introduced by Donlagic.[33a] With a wide range of structures and designs, the microbend 

sensors have become increasingly flexible, sensitive, low-cost and reliable in recent years.[14a, 

14b] Key examples of microbend optical sensors and their applications and features are 

summarized in Table 2. They also showed good performance in areas such as the measurement 

of pressure and temperature, and the detection of chemicals.[35]  

 

3.2.2. Applications for hydrophones 



Hydrophones, or underwater microphones, represented an early application of microbend 

sensors.[14a] Lagakos et al. developed an extended hydrophone with a long optical fiber with a 

minimum detection limit of pressure at 70 dB re: 1 µPa, which was about 25 dB higher than 

the sea state zero for frequencies higher than 500 Hz.[36] Yao et al. have shown to minimize the 

interference effect between the core mode and cladding modes, improving the stability of the 

microbend sensors.[37] Vengsarkar et al. designed three structures of the cylindrical sensor for 

underwater detection of acoustic waves based on the microbend loss principle.[38] These three 

designed detectors are (1) single-fiber, fixed pitch, rotational hydrophone, (2) three-fiber 

stationary hydrophone, and (3) one-fiber varying pitch rotational hydrophone. They were 

assembled to study the effect of geometrical construction to the sensitivity of the device. The 

sensitivities were found to be -175 to -200 dB re: 1 V µPa-1 of hydrophone (1).[38] There are 

still issues for the above three designs of hydrophones, such as the long stabilization time after 

every rotation for hydrophone (1) and (3), and the complex structure for hydrophone (2).[38] 

 

3.2.3. Applications in stress testing for engineering and biomedicine  

     Stress testing is one of the most important applications of microbend optical sensors 

because the microbend deformer can sense the stress or strain directly from the change in light 

intensity of the optical fiber. With the development of robotic science and AI technology, stress 

sensors showed the potential uses to play an important role in the information society such as 

human-machine interaction, bioinspired artificial nerves, humanoid robotics, skin prosthetics, 

and wearable health monitoring systems.[13, 16b, 39] Nowadays, stress sensors have become the 

indispensable components in robotic system, for example, the electronic skin for sensing 

pressures and the fingertip-skin-inspired sensor for detecting wrist pulse and human motions.[39a, 

39b] Pandey et al. used an embedded fiber optical microbend sensor to detect the high pressure 

via the principle of linear decrease of the output light intensity with the increasing pressure, and 

found the upper limit of the measured pressure as 3.0 × 106 Pa.[40] Chen et al. developed an 

optical fiber sensing system to test the strain and temperature with high stability, and the strain 

resolution was 2 µm m-1 with a temperature accuracy of 0.3 °C.[41] Jenstrom et al. designed a 

2D fiber array to detect the pressure on a 2D plane (Figure 7), which was a good prototype 

sensor for 2D detection, and at a 5 g - 400 g load range/pixel and 0.2 g force resolution, the 



performance surpassed other contemporaneous tactile sensors (5 g - 115 g load range/pixel and 

5 g force resolution).[42] Wang et al. developed a microbend loss sensor with a three-core fiber 

in an isosceles triangle arrangement to test the 2D bending with a maximum sensitivity of 

3.234  nm/m-1.[43]  Linec et al. used the stress detection application of a microbend loss optical 

sensor to construct a car window anti-squeeze detector, which can sense foreign objects when 

the car window was closed and to prevent potential damages. It showed a good reliability for 

more than 100,000 operational cycles.[44] Luo et al. designed an arched sensing diaphragm 

based on the microbend loss principle to analyze the strain based on structural damage in the 

engineering field.[14b] The structure was simple but smart, and it was convenient for point or 

distributed sensing.[14b] 

 

 
Figure 7. The 2-dimensional fiber array to test the pressure[42] 

 

     The applications of microbend sensors in the biomedical fields are also very important 

due to their uses in key areas such as ballistocardiogram signal processing.[45] Such application 

in stress detection can also be extended to breath and heartbeat analysis. For example, Chen et 

al. used a microbend sensor to test the breathing rate and heartbeat rate. Since the core structure 

of the sensor contained only the optical fiber and the jagged structure which was non-

ferromagnetic, this microbend optical stress sensor was MRI-safe.[46] The device also offered 

comfort to patients as the sensor was fabricated in a thin sensor mat, which can be “plug and 



play” for use.[15b] Sadek et al. used a microbend sensor to detect the respiration and heartbeat 

rate during sleeps and monitor the sleep apnea in patients at real time. The sensor showed good 

sensitivities to heartbeat rate and breathing rate with errors of <1.14 beats/minute and <0.7 

breaths/minute respectively.[47] Yang et al. used a fiber optical microbend sensor embedded in 

textile to monitor the breath and heartbeat which is comfortable to wear because of the flexible 

substrate.[48] Nowadays, stress detection is one of the most successful and most widely used 

applications of the microbend optical sensors, and the miniaturization, flexible, and wearable 

concept should be the direction of development in future along with the development of robotic 

science and AI technology. 

 

3.2.4. Applications in chemical and pH sensing 

Optical fiber can be combined with soft matters which can absorb some specific reagents, 

causing the fiber to deform. This phenomenon can be exploited to detect the leak of reagents. 

Pierce et al. used a hydrogel-based water-sensing cable to detect water, and the position of the 

water on the long fiber can be located with the help of an optical frequency-domain 

reflectometer (OFDR) (Figure 8).[49] An optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR) can also 

help to detect the location of the leak of hydrocarbon with the accuracy of ±1 m along a 2.844 

km-length SMF.[50] MacLean et al. used a similar method to detect the leak positions of the 

hydrocarbon fuel using the polymer coated central glass reinforced plastic rod with an optical 

fiber binding with the polymer layer. In this method, when the fuel was leaking and contact the 

polymer, the polymer would be swollen, causing the optical fibers over the polymer to 

deform.[15a] This principle can also be used to detect the salinity of water. Grossman et al. used 

a polymer bead with the deformer rods system to detect the salinity of ocean. In their design, 

when the salt solution got in contact with the device, the polymer bead shrank, the optical fiber 

between the deformer rods would be loosen, and the light intensity increased.[51] The sensing 

range and resolution were 0-40 ppt NaCl and ±1 ppt NaCl, respectively, but the responding 

time was long, at about 200 s.[51] George et al. reported a method for monitoring chlorine release 

rate by detecting the change in the refractive index through a microbend fiberoptic detector 

which was easy and concise.[35b] The principle of chemical detection using microbend optical 



sensors is mainly to deform the optical fibers due to the absorption of the target chemical(s) and 

then generate changes in light signals. Such detectors are suitable for high throughput detection 

especially for long-distance monitoring. 

 

 

Figure 8. The structure of the hydrogel-based water sensor[49]  

 

     Another application of microbend loss sensors is pH identification. For instant, Lee et al. 

reported bright field and dark field concept to measure the pH value.[52] The fibers were coated 

with a thin layer of dye impregnated sol-gel material, and the intensity decreased with the 

increasing of pH values.[52] The mechanism for testing the pH using microbend loss sensors 

represents an extension of the chemical detection using these sensors. 

 

3.2.5. Other applications 

     There are also many other successful applications of microbend loss sensors reported in 

the literature. For example, Aulakh et al. used a microbend optical sensor to detect the landslides, 

and the location of landslides can be found with the help of the OTDR.[53] Donlagic et al. built 

a microbend sensor as a distributed and quasi-distributed system with a single-mode multimode 

single-mode structure. The optical power loss was 3-6 times higher than the traditional 

microbend sensor.[54] Sakata et al. developed an adhesive-fixed microbend sensor to study the 

bandpass filter response successfully. The device had an all-fiber configuration and was easy to 

build.[55] Ivanov found that the resonance wavelength could show shifts and splits when the 

optical fiber was twisted, and the change in wavelength was related to the square of the twist 

angle.[56] This method was used to detect the twist angle with the microbend sensor, a principle 

that can be applied in the angle testing field and can be developed in future. Efendioglu et al. 

found that if the functional relation between the normalized intensity and the applied force can 



be used, the feedback of the microbend fiber optical sensor can be predicted; forming the 

foundation for developing the artificial neural network (ANN).[57] They used the Multilayer 

Perceptron (MLP) with different training algorithms, Radial Basis Function (RBF) network and 

General Regression Neural Network (GRNN) as the ANN models, and they all shown good 

correlations in the prediction of the sensor responses.[57] 

 

Table 2. The main microbend optical sensors and their applications. 

Sensors Applications Features Ref. 

Extended hydrophone 

with a long optical fiber 

Hydrophone Minimum detection limit: 70 dB re: 1 

µPa 

[36] 

Acoustic waves 

detectors 

Hydrophone Sensitivities : -175 to -200 dB re: 1 

V µPa-1 

[38] 

Embedded fiber optical 

microbend sensor 

High pressure Upper limit: 3.0 × 106 Pa [40] 

Fiber optic sensing 

system 

Strain and 

temperature 

Strain resolution: 2 µm m-1 

Temperature accuracy: 0.3 ◦C 

[41] 

Microbend tactile sensor 

array 

Pressure 2D array testing [42] 

Microbend loss sensor Bending Maximum sensitivity: 3.234  nm/m-1 [43] 

Microbend loss optical 

sensor 

Stress Car window anti-squeeze detector [44] 

Arched sensing 

diaphragm 

Strain and 

structure damage 

Arched design, good for poing or 

array sensing 

[14b] 

Microbend multimode 

optical fiber sensor 

respiration and 

heartbeat rate 

MRI-safe [46] 

Microbend optical 

sensor 

respiration and 

heartbeat rate 

Sensing errors: <1.14 beats/minute 

and <0.7 breaths/minute 

[47] 

Microbend optical 

sensor 

respiration and 

heartbeat rate 

Embedded in textile [48] 



Hydrogel-based water-

sensing cable 

Leaking water Locate leaking position with OFDR [49] 

Distributed 

fibre optic sensor 

Leaking fuel Locate leaking position with OTDR [15a] 

Microbend fiberoptic 

sodium chloride sensor 

Salinity of ocean Sensing range: 0-40 ppt NaCl 

Resolution: ±1 ppt NaCl 

[51] 

Microbend fiber optic 

detector 

Chlorine release Easy and concise [35b] 

Microbend fiber optic 

pH sensor 

pH Bright field and dark field plans [52] 

Microbend optical 

sensor 

Location of 

landslides 

Locate position with OTDR [53] 

Microbend Sensor 

Structure 

Stress Distributed and quasi-distributed 

system 

[54] 

Adhesive-fixed 

microbend sensor 

Bandpass filter All-fiber configuration and easy to 

build 

[55] 

Microbend long-period 

fiber gratings 

Twist angle Resonance wavelength shifts and 

splits when the optical fiber was 

twisted 

[56] 

Microbend sensor Stress Prediction of force based on ANN [57] 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this review, the principles and the architectures of optical stress sensors have been 

presented. Generally, the mode of signaling from these sensors is based on changes in optical 

properties of incident light, such as its intensity and wavelengths, to correlate to the changes in 

structure due to applied stress. Among optical stress sensors, the bend-loss-based optical stress 

sensors are the most important, operated under three main physical mechanisms: mode coupling, 

macro-bend radiation loss and microbend loss. Microbend optical sensor is considered to be the 

most important with in the bend-loss-based optical sensors family. Thanks to its simple design, 



the applications of microbend optical sensors are also broad, including biomedical applications 

(e.g. heartbeat monitoring), pH value testing, leak location testing, and among other 

applications.  

Nowadays, integrated sensors are one key direction for sensor developments. The 

integrated platforms consisting of biomedical sensors can detect various signals and highly 

valuable for the healthcare sector.[58] Pressure sensors, temperature sensors, and humidity 

sensors can also be fabricated on one chip which can then be easily incorporated in mobile 

devices to monitor the environment.[59] Furthermore, to integrate the sensors as the so called 

“Sensor-Cloud Infrastructure” is also extremely sought for the development of IoT.[60] One of 

the directions for the future development of optical stress sensor, including bend-loss-based 

optical sensors, is miniaturization and integration on chips to meet the ever-increasing demand 

of the growing information society. Although various types of optical sensors have a wide range 

of designs, most of them are relatively large in size (at the scale of millimeter and centimeter), 

making them difficult for miniaturization and subsequent use in sensor (micro)chips. Moreover, 

the rigidness of the microbend deformer makes it difficult for direct fabrication on sensor chips, 

another obstacle for microbend sensors to further progress in this field. Since the optical fibers 

are one of the main components of optical stress sensors, one challenge for researchers is to 

develop the advanced optical fibers with various characteristic properties, suitable for 

demanding areas such as chemical sensing. 
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